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*** 

There are quite a few strange things happening in the war in Ukraine. Since World War II,
the world has witnessed a Western-backed president who happens to be Jewish in command
of a military which has a significant number of neo-Nazis fighting Russian forces. Ukrainian
President  Volodymyr Zelensky has managed the war like a modern-day,  far-left  liberal
democrat from the US in a mostly conservative country.

Zelensky is a modern political puppet of the West who is following a playbook to destroy
Russia and turn it into another Iraq or Libya. Zelensky’s actions speak louder than words, in
fact, some of his actions are quite strange to say the least including his support for neo-Nazi
extremism in his military ranks.

Who would have thought that in 2023, a Jewish President of an Eastern European country
would support an army full of neo-Nazis. However, there are other decisions Zelensky has
made that are just as strange and bizarre which I will discuss further in detail shortly.

Zelensky is not the first Ukrainian leader to support neo-Nazi ideology because it has been
prevalent in Ukraine since 1917. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine began in February 2022 which
was  provoked  by  K iev  who  cont inuous ly  bombed  pro-Russ ian  areas  in
Ukraine’s Donetsk and Luhansk since the US-backed Maidan protests in 2014 began, so for
more than 8 years, Kiev’s forces killed thousands of people in the process.

That’s when a new division for Ukraine’s military was formed called the Azov battalion which
is strictly a neo-Nazi-led battalion. That’s when Ukraine showed its true colors to the world,
the rise of neo-Nazis has become evident. It  is now clear that Nazi ideology has sadly
become part of Ukraine’s culture.

However,  before  Russia’s  invasion  of  Ukraine,  the  CIA  took  part  in  training  Ukrainian
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“paramilitaries” as Yahoo News reported that it was a covert program established by Obama
and was supported by every US regime since then:

While the covert program, run by paramilitaries working for the CIA’s Ground Branch —
now  officially  known  as  Ground  Department  —  was  established  by  the  Obama
administration after Russia’s invasion and annexation of Crimea in 2014, and expanded
under the Trump administration, the Biden administration has further augmented it,
said a former senior intelligence official in touch with colleagues in government

An unnamed source said that “If the Russians invade, those [graduates of the CIA programs]
are going to be your militia, your insurgent leaders” and that “we’ve been training these
guys now for eight years. They’re really good fighters. That’s where the agency’s program
could have a serious impact.”  

In 2018, one of the most important commentaries published by Reuters which can also be
considered a warning to the world, ‘Ukraine’s neo-Nazi problem’ about how Ukrainian neo-
Nazis were joining the ranks of its national militias, “a January 28 demonstration, in Kiev, by
600 members of the so-called “National Militia,” a newly-formed ultranationalist group that
vows “to use force to establish order,” illustrates this threat.”  

Ukraine’s main problem with these neo-Nazis is that they have already infiltrated its armed
forces,  “a  recent  article  in  Foreign  Affairs  downplayed  any  risks  the  group  might  pose,
pointing  out  that,  like  other  volunteer  militias,  Azov  has  been “reined in”  through its
integration into Ukraine’s armed forces. While it’s true that private militias no longer rule
the battlefront, it’s the home front that Kiev needs to worry about now.”

It’s been known for some time that Ukraine is a bastion of Nazi ideology, including the Neo-
Nazi Summer camps for children who are literally brainwashed to become future Nazis and
then then once they are around 15 years-old, they are recruited or in some cases, forced to
join Ukraine’s military units such as the Azov Battalion.

We can even go back to the World War II when the US and its CIA operatives have been
arming and training Ukrainian neo-Nazis since 1946.  The CIA collaborated with what was
called  at  the  time  “the  OUN-B”  which  was  a  neo-Nazi  Organization  of  Ukrainian
Nationalists based in Eastern Europe and other areas close to the Soviet Union to assist
other  Ukrainian  nationalists  in  efforts  to  destabilize  Soviet  Ukraine  through  assassination
programs  and  other  acts  of  terrorism  against  the  Soviet  Union.

It’s completely ironic with the history of Nazism in Ukraine, a Jewish performer was selected
to become Ukraine’s President.  However, it’s not all just about Zelensky betraying the
Jewish people, the so-called “Jewish” state of Israel also supports Ukraine’s war against
Russia  which  is  another  irony  that’s  hard  to  ignore.   Millions  of  Russians  died  fighting  the
Nazis until the end and were victorious. Overall, Zelensky’s support of neo-Nazis is not only
ironic, but also an insult to the Jewish people.

Perhaps  Ukraine’s  Former  Spokeswoman was Zelensky’s  way of  showing the LGBTQI+
community  in  the West  that  he believes  in  gender  equality.  Sarah Ashton-Cirillo  ‘aka’
Michael John Cirillo, a transgender woman was appointed as the spokeswoman for Ukraine.
Zelensky is obviously pandering to the Democrats in the US, but this sort of high-level
position needs to be taken seriously  because Cirillo  borders on insanity.  The way she
describes the Russian people is outrages to say the least.
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In one of her videos, Cirillo threatened Russian journalists and others who have criticized
Ukraine’s war efforts against Russia:

Russia hates the truth that their obsessive focus on a Ukrainian volunteer is simply
allowing the light of the Ukrainian nation’s honesty to shine brightly.  Next week, the
teeth of  the Russian will  gnash ever  harder,  and their  rabid mouths will  foam an
uncontrollable frenzy as the world will see a favorite Kremlin propagandist pay for their
crimes.  And this puppet of Putin is only the first.  Russia’s war criminal propagandists
will all be hunted down, and justice will be served as we in Ukraine are led on this
mission by faith in God, liberty, and complete liberation

In a prank played by Russians exposed Cirillo for her deep hatred of Russia by saying that
the  Russian  people  “want  to  be  slaves”  and  that  they  are  “non-human”  which  is  an
incredibly racist comment anyone can say about a specific group of people.  It’s completely
absurd.

One thing is certain, history will remember Zelensky’s appointment of Sarah Ashton-Cirillo
as an embarrassment to Ukraine’s government and its supporters.

Zelensky to Appoint a Satanic Performance Artist,  Marina Abramovic as Ambassador of
Ukraine to rebuild schools for Children?

There are quite of few bizarre decisions that Zelensky has made including how to rebuild
Ukraine once the war is over, but one of the decisions that concerns the future for Ukraine’s
children seems to be heading towards a very dark place because Zelensky has asked a
performance artist by the name of Marina Abramovic to oversee the rebuilding of Ukrainian
schools. 

Who is Abramovic? for starters, she is Serbian and an anti-Putin activist who has criticized
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.  It is also known that Abramovic has supported the radical
feminist group, Pussy Riot, a group of petty criminals who are well-known anti-Putin activists
based in Russia.

Abramovic  also  helped  build  an  interactive  installation  for  the  Babyn  Yar
Holocaust  Memorial,  The Crystal  Wall  of  Crying  in  2021.   She was interviewed by the
Jerusalem Post and made it clear that she supports Ukraine’s war efforts against Russia:

I was the first artist to support the Ukraine War against Russia and to give my voice. It
is  definitely  a  repetition  of  history.  I  have  been  invited  by  Zelensky  to  be  an
ambassador of Ukraine, to help the children affected by rebuilding schools and such. I
have also been invited to be a board member of the Babyn Yar organization to continue
to  protect  the  memorial.  Making  the  Crystal  Wall  of  Crying  was  just  the  first  step  in
dealing  with  new  history  and  figuring  out  how  to  help  heal  our  increasingly  divided
world  

Abramovic has made friends with Western political elites over the years including Hillary
Clinton.  Clinton’s campaign chairman, Tony Podesta, and the brother of John Podesta who
has worked for various Democratic presidents including Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, most
likely attended the “Spirit Cooking” dinner party several years ago.  Wikileaks exposed the
email that was originally sent to Tony Podesta:
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Here is Abramovic painting a wall with pig blood and wrote in capital letters,

“WITH A SHARP KNIFE CUT DEEPLY INTO THE MIDDLE FINGER OF YOUR LEFT HAND EAT THE
PAIN”

then she wrote another message that said,

“FRESH MORNING URINE SPRINKLE OVER NIGHTMARE DREAMS.” 

Then  she  throws  pig  blood  over  a  small  statue  then  wrote,  “SPIRIT  COOKING”  then
performed a ceremony then wrote another bizarre message on the wall that read

“MIX FRESH BREAST MILK WITH FRESH SPERM MILK DRINK ON EARTHQUAKE NIGHTS.” 

To be honest, I don’t know what most of these messages mean, the only one that I can only
guess is the one that says “Fresh morning urine sprinkle over nightmare dreams”which
most likely means that you get urinated on while experiencing a bad nightmare.

If people want to call this art, so be it, but if this new appointment does happen, it will not
be in any way, an inspiring choice for any child’s future. 

There are other extremely controversial art pieces and photos that includes Abramovic with
Satan’s horns:

Here is a photo with Abramovic standing with a naked boy covering his eyes: 
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I just can’t even imagine what went on in that Spirit Cooking party if of course, any of them
attended including the Podestas’ or the Clintons, in fact, I don’t even want to know.  It
reminds me of Stanley Kubrick’s last movie, ‘Eyes Wide Shut’ with Tom Cruise going to that
weird Masked Ball Ritual. 

So now this so called “artist” might be the new ambassador of Ukraine who will take the
lead in rebuilding schools.  Just that thought alone should be of concern for all Ukrainian
parents who want a good education that will benefit their children in the future. So far, that
future is leading to a very dark place.

Zelensky Promotes Climate Change at UNGA

Zelensky is obviously taking orders from his Globalist handlers including those at the World
Economic Forum as he somehow equated Climate Change with the Russian invasion in his
speech at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA):

Thank God, people have not learned to use climate as a weapon, even though humanity
is failing on its climate policy objectives, this means that extreme weather will still
impact the normal global life and some evil state will also weaponize its outcomes.  And
when people in the streets of New York and other cities in the world went out on climate
protests-we all have seen them…

and when people in Morocco and Libya and other countries die as a result of natural
disasters and when islands and countries disappear under water and when tornadoes
and desserts are spreading into new territories…and when all of this is happening, one
unnatural disaster in Moscow decided to launch a big war and kill tens of thousands of
people

The World Economic Forum (WEF) has a goal set for the year 2050 and that is to reach “net
Zero Carbon.” The reality is that Climate Change is a Globalist power grab that will bankrupt
any country who goes along with the scam because it  will  demand extreme rules and
regulations that will require the complete elimination of oil, gas, coal, and other traditional
forms of hydrocarbons that has been used for various industries and for the people’s energy
needs for quite some time. 

It will no doubt lead to deindustrialization and high unemployment rates not seen since the
Great Depression.  They want to reduce CO2 emissions which is a form of greenhouse gases
to avoid it from reaching the atmosphere because according to Climate Change alarmists,
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CO2 emissions can form a blanket above us while warming the entire planet below. 

This allows Climate Change alarmists to say that polar ice caps are melting, or extreme
weather  conditions  are  occurring because of  how humanity  has used these traditional
sources of energy, but it is all a lie.    

Unfortunately, Zelensky will make whatever is left of Ukraine’s living conditions even worse
since Ukraine’s energy sources will eventually consist of alternative forms of energy such as
solar panels and wind power which will make members of the WEF and others including
Climate Change profiteers and activists quite happy.      

Zelensky  Openly  Threatened  Europe  Indirectly  with  Terrorism If  they  Did  not  Support
Ukraine

Never bite the hand that feeds you.  Members of NATO are on board supporting Ukraine’s
war efforts with financial and military aid from the start,  but Zelensky made a threatening
statement against Europe in general with threats of terrorism by Ukrainians who cross their
borders if  they don’t keep up with their financial and military obligations.  If  that’s not the
most idiotic thing a leader of a country at war has said, I don’t know what is:

I see that he or she is not here, not with us contrary to spoken assurances, Failure to
support Ukraine amounts to siding with Russia in the conflict” he continued “If partners
do not help us, it means they will help Russia to win, Western voters will not forgive
their leaders if they lose Ukraine, further trouble may also come from the millions of
Ukrainian refugees now residing across Western Europe, they have generally behaved
well, but if their hosts drive these people into a corner, the end result will not be a good
story.

That sounded like a threat to me, but of course, European leaders stay silent, no comments
whatsoever.  Members of NATO are now in a bind because what if neo-Nazi terrorists from
Ukraine  decide  to  create  a  false  flag  operation  and  detonate  an  explosive  device  in  a
European institution or some other place that will kill and injure civilians and blame it on the
Russians?

They should remember that a 29-year-old TV commentator in Russia, Daria Dugina who was
killed in a car bomb explosion in the outskirts of Moscow.  Daria Dugina happened to be the
daughter of  an influential  Russian political  theorist,  Alexander Dugin who is a supporter of
President Putin and the Russian invasion of Ukraine, so we don’t have to guess who was
behind this terrorist attack.   

Zelensky will continue to ask the US and EU for economic and military aid even though
Ukraine has no chance of winning this war with close to over 500,000 of their troops killed or
injured. 

Even though Zelensky is one of the most neo-liberal and bizarre leaders in recent history
who should negotiate a peace agreement with Russia and end this war before Ukraine is
completely  destroyed.   Zelensky  is  just  another  western-backed  puppet  like  Saddam
Hussein who happened to be Washington’s favorite dictator at the time and in his last days,
look what happened to him. 

If Zelensky makes a peace deal with Russia and have Ukraine stay neutral and abandon its
agenda of becoming a member of NATO, then maybe he can survive this war and return to
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show business and make more music videos dancing in his stilettos, and why not? he’s
actually good at it.

*
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